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The Foot Stomping Adventures Of Clementine Sweet
Somewhere in every person’s life is a little Jimmy DeAngelo. Only Until I Need Glasses is a coming-of-age novel that transcends generations. It’s the story of Jimmy DeAngelo, a typical boy growing up in the 1950s whose
basic human nature is often at odds with the expectations of family and church. But boys will be boys, and Jimmy’s inner conflict makes his life a continuous and hilarious adventure. He struggles with challenges on his
road to adulthood and tests the accepted boundaries, providing a plethora of belly laughs in a society where rules, regulations, and morality are everything. In the years between WWII and Vietnam, follow Jimmy and his
friends as they navigate first grade and first kisses, college pranks and career choices. Laugh with our hero as he attempts to reconcile the inner discord created by embedded church and family values, and take a
refreshing look into the minds of boys. Only Until I Need Glasses is an entertaining and uplifting book about love, friendship, and the process of finding one’s place in a rapidly changing world.
Whimsical stories about microscopic cousins Joey and Joy tickle gifted children and youthful adults alike. Fantasy, adventure, and scintillating vocabulary mingle in a miniscule world created and illustrated by Charles
King. Clever, silly, and super-fun for boys and girls!
When her family ignores her on her sixth birthday, Clementine Sweet gets mad and starts stomping on people with her very strong legs and super tough feet, but a tangle with a Texas twister turns things around for her.
The Foot-stomping Adventures of Clementine SweetHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Language Arts (Grades 3-5)
Adventures on the China Wine Trail
How Farmers, Local Governments, Teachers, and Entrepreneurs Are Rocking the Wine World
The Adventures Of A Hermit Crab Named Charlie
Storytelling Magazine
Baboons for Lunch

Provides biographical information on the men and women who write and illustrate children's books.
Ming Neng, entering a retreat to test her karma as a Buddhist nun, becomes trapped between her long-held spiritual quest and forbidden passion when she succumbs to temptation with the young American doctor who saved her life. Original.
Follow the mischievous and hilarious adventures of four grammar school–age boys growing up in the late 1920s. The good, not-so-good, and hilarious situations the four boys became involved in on a day-to-day basis are insights into what city boys did to
keep themselves busy during school days, after school was out for the summer and on weekends in Berwyn, Illinois. Lacking the many entertainment forms of modern society, the young boys of the late 1920s spent much of their time roaming the city streets
and parks, riding the elevated train, finding other forms of entertainment, and sometimes seeking scary adventures.
Could China take over the wine world? Cynthia Howson and Pierre Ly explore how Chinese wine went from being ignored and ridiculed to earning gold medals and praise by famous critics in less than a decade. Wine made in… China? Until recently, for most
people, at best, it didn’t exist. Or at worst, as one colorful tasting note described, it evoked: “ash tray, coffee grounds, and urinal crust.” Then, a 2009 Chinese red shocked the world when it won Best Bordeaux Blend at the Decanter World Wine Awards.
Could China take over the wine world? Cynthia Howson and Pierre Ly provide a knowledgeable and exuberant exploration of how Chinese wine went from being ignored and ridiculed to earning gold medals and praise by famous critics in less than a decade.
They take the reader along on their adventure on the China wine trail to meet the farmers, entrepreneurs, and teachers who are shaping this new industry. They travel to Chinese wine tourism hotspots, talk to winemakers who struggle to find good wine
grapes, and visit lush mountaintops and arid deserts to see what French multinational corporations have in common with small family farms. Then, they visit a Chinese wine school to meet professors and their students eager to join the wine work force.
They reveal where they bought the best local wines as they give travelers new insights on China and ideas for Chinese wine tourism. Readers interested in current affairs, economic development, and business in China will find that wine offers a clear lens for
understanding the larger issues facing the country.
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition
The Mighty Adventures of Mouse, the Cat
Further Adventures of Jose and Tiny
The Adventures of Jade
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom
The Adventures of Radivah Hines
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or collection development, this updated edition of the well-known companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze. • Offers easy subject access to children's
picture books • Features a user-friendly organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
Owners of beloved dogs will universally agree that, sometimes, it seems their pet understands everything that is being said around them. In this fantasy, Chipper provides some answers to the question: What adventures might a dog have if he could actually read words and
understand what is being said by those nearby? Sit down and shake a paw with this special canine as he grows from a clumsy pup to a crime-stopping member of the local police force. Along the way, he learns to read. He is dog-napped, injured and almost euthanized. He
becomes a dog who counsels other dogs...and he uses a special computer to tell the story of his adventures. Join Mary Anne and Chipper, together with their good friend Monty and his dog, Maggie, as they create a training school for dogs - The Learning Lab - whose results
amaze and mystify the owners of the dogs in attendance. But these undertakings can't even compare with the superlative life-lessons Mary Anne and Chipper learn from Mom and Dad and Mr. Robb, their wise and kindly neighbor. This quirky canine is sure to find his way into
your heart. He may not be able to speak, but Chipper's waggy-tailed escapades will keep you wondering, ..".and what else can this dog do?"
Captives of the Fern Queen is the first in a series of three stories that take place in Montaland, the mountain world. Montaland is a world of mountains: icy peaks, tree-covered ranges, rocky crags, and lowest of all—the grassy hills of the Kingdom of Mount Pasture. Hills shouldn't
be in a mountain world, especially not hills covered by smelly sheep. That's what Mt. Pasture's twelve-year-old Princess Janna thinks anyway, and when she tries to liven up her boring kingdom by telling the old stories to younger kids, everyone gets angry at her. Janna would
give anything to get out of her kingdom and see something from the old stories, but when she does get out, it's not exactly what she had in mind. Crawling through a dark tunnel isn't fun and neither is starving as a prisoner of the Fern Queen. Fernpeople: In the second book of
the Montaland series the evil Fern Queen is dead but five green-veined fernpeople have survived. They will do anything to protect themselves. The Kingdom of Mount Pasture seems like a peaceful, safe place. The most exciting event in eleven-year-old Benk's life is lambing
time. His older brother Alland is traveling to another kingdom to woo a princess. This infuriates Benk who is left behind with pregnant sheep duty. Sixteen-year-old Janna is baking cookies in Mount Pasture's castle kitchen when something hits her on the head, knocking her to
the floor. As she loses consciousness, Janna has a dazed vision of a green-veined arm coming around her and roughly lifting her up. Fernpeople have her! Benk “borrows” a horse and sets out from Mount Pasture. Wolves start howling near the fernpeople's hidden cave—and
Janna, held hostage, wonders how she can keep going. Benk and the Ugly Princess: In Montaland, the mountain world, there are different kingdoms. Rose, a high-ranking princess in one of the kingdoms, has disguised herself to look ugly, but her coverup is exposed and she
will soon be forced to marry the highest bidder. She must escape, but how far can she get on her own? Benk is a famous scout who finds Rose and wants to help her, but they are trapped in a cabin by evil wedewolves. Will even Benk be able to plan his way out of this one?
Benk and the Ugly Princess is a fun fantasy with likeable characters who deal with one danger after another and find that the Maker of all worlds comes through for them—in unexpected ways.
Come follow Emerson, the colorful caterpillar, on his amazing adventures through a set of red alphabet books as the characters come to life. Emerson will fill your heart with delight in this tale full of fun and mishap!
The Adventures of a Wimpy Superhero
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Only in Spain
Storytelling: Art and Technique, 5th Edition
Sherman the Last Dragon
The Montaland Adventures Boxed Set

Jade is your average girl. her 17th birthday looms closer, and her birthday present is the most shocking variety. her world is turned upside down when she finds out the truth about her heritage, and her fate. choices are made for her and her life stripped from her, heaving the responsibility of
another world into her hands. the unfolding horrors of and evil queen and the mass murder of an entire species rests upon her conscience. will she be able to handle this new found responsibility, love, companionship, and truthes?
Time Travel Is Real? For Brian, the “Time Traveling Hippie Surfer”, Time Travel is pure fact! It turns out that the exact center of “Time the Universe and All Things” is a Yellow Pole that sits about a mile or so behind his house in the coastal pine forest of North Carolina. Our narrator,
“Brian” is living in the year 1974, until he stumbles upon the Yellow Pole, the Dome of Time and the Keeper of Time , “Carl the First”. Carl takes him 65,000,000 years back in time to watch the prehistoric dinosaurs. That Time Trip changed Brian’’s world forever; he begins his new life
as a “Time Traveler”. Sandra is the only other time traveler in the universe. She is the perfect “California Surfer Girl”, a tall tan blonde who can’t resist “Zapping” around in time with the “Boys”. This fantastic odyssey is narrated by the Hippie Surfer Dude riding the Cosmic Waves of
Time.
Ivan Chonkin is a simple, bumbling peasant who has been drafted into the Red Army. Shortly before the outbreak of World War II, he is sent to an obscure village with one week's ration of canned meat and orders to guard a downed plane. Apparently forgotten by his unit, Chonkin resumes his
life as a peasant and passes the war peacefully tending the village postmistress's garden. Just after the German invasion, the secret police discover this mysterious soldier lurking behind the front line. Their pursuit of Chonkin and his determined resistance lead to wild skirmishes and slapstick
encounters. Vladimir Voinovich's hilarious satire ridicules everything that was sacred in the Soviet Union, from agricultural reform to the Red Army to Stalin, in a refreshing combination of dissident conscience and universal humor.
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Language Arts for grades 3-5 offers teachers everything they need to create a student-centered learning environment based on choice. This book provides five different types of menus that students can use to select exciting
products that they will develop so teachers can assess what has been learned-instead of using a traditional worksheet format. Topics addressed include genres, popular novels, and mechanics. Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Language Arts provides numerous
types of leveled menus that lower and on-level elementary-aged students can use to demonstrate learning through a method of their choice. Menus with similar formats but geared towards varying ability levels allow teachers to differentiate easily. Using the creative and challenging choices found
in Three Shape menus, Tic-Tac-Toe menus, List menus, 2-5-8 menus, and Game Show menus, students will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also included are specific guidelines for products, rubrics for assessing student products, and teacher
introduction pages for each menu. This is a must-have for any teacher wanting to differentiate for a wide range of learners! Grades 3-5
Adventures of a River Rat
The Adventures of Samba Rat & Friends
Adventures with Ed
Junior Earplug Adventures: Unity Volume Two
The Amazing Adventures of Emerson the Colorful Caterpillar from A-Z
Stalking the Plumed Serpent and Other Adventures in Herpetology
Having stored the secrets of all his friends of Dry Gulch in his very special hat, Cowboy Sam gets worried when it gets to the point of bursting as he fears that its explosion of information may cause complete havoc in his quiet town.
As you should have guessed by the title, this is not the standard bedtime story with a princess and a prince and an evil stepparent and some sort of magic spell. Not one castle, nor trolls, not even an enchanted forest is tucked with loving care into this bedtime story. To be totally honest
about the whole shebang, its not so much a bedtime story as a bedtime epic event. An explanation may be in order right about now. There are 30 Adventures in this saga, to be read in order as bedtime stories. No skipping around, mind you, because it will make even less sense if you do
that, so when you get to the Temple of the Belchmonkeys and your mind is not totally prepared for it, well, thats a whole different bucket of pickles altogether. And you could rip through more than one story in a night, but that might just make your kids loopy. 30 Adventures, 30 nights, so
youre pretty much covered for a month. Now, somebodys going to screech that some months have 31 days (thanks, May and October and you other troublemakers for screwing this up) and so you have a day left over. And theres some real hollering going on about the February problem,
and how if you read this story during that month, even during a leap year, you still have extra story left over. The thing is, the story is 30 nights long because its a nice round number (unlike 31, which is prime, for crying out loud) and thats how long the story takes to tell. So there. The
important idea is that this is an interactive story. Not a passive story where your kid lays there like an unfortunate lump on the mattress and you yammer on until you bore the poor child to sleep. This story has a narrator reading the action lines (thats you, sport). There are also 21
different voices in the tale, all of which youll have fun doing. Even better, let your child read along and read a voice or two. The full list of voices is on the next few pages, plus what we think they sound like, although you can change them pretty much any way you want. Its not like were
keeping score. Also, you will find action lines sprinkled throughout. Youll recognize these because theyre in italics so they look like theyre in motion, hence we call them action lines and they instruct you or your offspring to do certain things. Be nice and gentle, since youll have to start a
pillow fight in Adventure 1. Remember, youre bigger. Play nice.
With a brave spirit and captivating story-telling skills, Charlie the hermit crab will keep you at the edge of your seat. You will fall in love with this egotistical character who enjoys hearing the crabs of Sandoo cheer with adoration. Little does Charlie know, his view of what’s important will
change forever after his most perilous expedition leaves him shaken and stirred. Packed full of action and suspense, this story will make your children clamour for more. Each page is a beautifully painted masterpiece, created by the talented Anna Werrun.
Incredible stories. Award-winning storytellers. Epic adventure, mystery, and fun? We've got it all in Ghostwriter—the extraordinary new series from the Emmy-award winning hit Apple TV+ show, created by your friends at Sesame Workshop. Masterfully adapted by Olugbemisola RhudayPerkovich, this playful retelling of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland is sure to delight today's readers for years to come. Featuring an introduction by Newbery and Coretta Scott King Award winning poet and writer Kwame Alexander. The book also includes bonus activities
from the stars of the show: Games Quizzes Puzzles Vocabulary Reading Comprehension and Crafts!
Something about the Author
Only Until I Need Glasses: The Extraordinary Life and Adventures of Jimmy DeAngelo
A Portrait of Abbey
Mape Adventures 5' 2008 Ed.
Cowboy Sam and Those Confounded Secrets

Based on his more than 40 years of field research, Means, an expert on the eastern diamondback rattlesnake, reveals the biological complexity and beauty of the animals he has studied. In Australia, Means
searches for the fiercey, reputed to be the worlds deadliest terrestrial snake. In Mexico, he stalks the rattlesnake that might have served as the model for the mythical plumed serpent of Mayan art. In
Florida, he is chased by cottonmouth moccasins. Through his experiences, Means hopes that readers will gain a new appreciation for animals called herps, or creepy-crawly things.
This book serves as both a textbook and reference for faculty and students in LIS courses on storytelling and a professional guide for practicing librarians, particularly youth services librarians in
public and school libraries. Storytelling: Art and Technique serves professors, students, and practitioners alike as a textbook, reference, and professional guide. It provides practical instruction and
concrete examples of how to use the power of story to build literacy and presentation skills, as well as to create community in those same educational spaces. This text illustrates the value of
storytelling, cover the history of storytelling in libraries, and offer valuable guidance for bringing stories to contemporary listeners, with detailed instructions on the selection, preparation, and
presentation of stories. They also provide guidance around the planning and administration of a storytelling program. Topics include digital storytelling, open mics and slams, and the neuroscience of
storytelling. An extensive and helpful section of resources for the storyteller is included in an expanded Part V of this edition. Offers readers a thorough overview of the role of story and storytelling
in the library Gives a convincing argument for the value of storytelling Provides practical tips on selecting, preparing, and telling stories Presents insights on storytelling to specific populations,
including children, young adults, and those with special needs Includes an extensive list of resources
Tom Nicholas has been a professional actor since 1974. He has worked in Televison, Film and live theatre. This book details the steps in his life that led him into the Biz. It is also a cautionary tale;
told with candor and humor. For any aspiring performer it may be a wakeup call. Here is a look at his triumphs, failures, and his continuing search for lasting success.
WARNING: Minimum requirements for reading this story are; a high degree of silliness and a degree in Science-Fiction. Oh, and a belief that living earplugs really could exist wouldn't be a bad attribute
either. This story includes serious problems for the Chi-Z-Sox from the Supreme Being. Lots of bafflement. And problems too for Mister Zinc from the Earplug Brothers and a certain Nun with a magical hat.
In other words - it's business as usual in the Museum of Future Technology.
The Adventures of Zorax Zoomster
A Foot-Stomping, Firecracker of a Memoir about Food, Flamenco, and Falling in Love
THE SURREAL ADVENTURES OF ANTHONY ZEN
The Green Colt (The Adventures of Wilder Good #4)
Zubani's Necklace, Book One
And Other Sordid Adventures
Four woodland friends - Samba Rat; Peter Porcupine; Squirrely, a scout camp mascot; and Cindy, a ladybug - returning home from a spring picnic are caught in a storm and discover a large mysterious egg hidden in an ancient tree. When it hatches into a baby
dragon, the four friends are set upon an adventure to find the little creature a home. The four friends are joined by Kitty Joy, a young master scout who first tracks them and then joins them on their adventure to find a mysterious sanctuary and save Sherman, the
Last Dragon. Adventures of Samba Rat
First we have Jose and Tiny venture to Shelter to rescue thousands of creatures from the wicked King Neco in 'The Kingdom of Shelter'. Secondly, 'The Further Adventures of Jose and Tiny' take our heroes to Ashtar to challenge King Zophim with their faithful
friends, Zola and Loom. Now, at the request of King and Queen Zula in Africania, Jose, Tiny and Loom travel by sea to challenge Babai the Terrible, a rogue elephant ravaging their precious homeland with his armies of vicious baboons and great elephants. Zola,
the Sasquatch, is called by the Great Master for his own journey of faith to Pakatania to rescue priests and priestesses persecuted by the cruel sheik. Go with them on these daring and exciting adventures and witness the love and mercy that the Great Master has
for all his creatures, and brings a dramatic end to tyranny and murderous rampage. This book will surprise and delight you.
A true accounting of Captain Ron's adventures after a lifetime of odd jobs and pseudo-careers. Absorbing and sometimes outrageously funny stories from a man who lived life to its fullest.
Author and explorer James Michael Dorsey has spent two decades visiting the world’s most remote tribal cultures. In BABOONS FOR LUNCH and Other Sordid Adventures, he tells his remarkable travel stories in rollicking accounts that keep readers off balance and
eager for more. Many stories are funny, others are poignant, and quite a few are heart stopping, while others are unique insights into remote ways of life most of the world does not know exists. In this book the reader will climb a remote volcano in Ethiopia, cross
the Sahara Desert with nomads, undergo a tribal exorcism, and visit shamans, healers, witch doctors, and holy men. This is not your average travel book, but an entree to some of the world’s remote corners and people.
Practical Advice for Playful Storytelling
Adventures of a Time Traveling Hippie Surfer
Adventures in Telaria - Velora
Cascade Adventures: The Adventure Begins
Petals from the Sky
Folktales Aloud
This side adventure is set in the World on Telaria, featured in my A Tale of Realms Unknown Series. The story is suitable for all but the youngest audiences. We follow the journey of Velora, a wood elf who craves magic. Her tribe however condemns magics of the world. Velora's stubbornness gets
her banished from her tribe. She then travels Telaria freely to learn magic, make friends, and seek revenge for a loved one. She grows in her encounters and struggles to become the magician she always wanted to be, mostly!
In the city of Zorgatopolis on the planet Zorga, teenage alien Zorax Zooomster has just saved the planet from a meteorite apocalypse. Unfortunately, before Zorax has a chance to bask in the glory of his heroic act, the sky is suddenly filled with enormous spaceships that immediately suck Zorax's dog,
Vanilla, into the light. As Zorax looks on in horror, he has no idea that this horrifying act is just the beginning of an unbelievable chain of events. Zorax is sure he knows who stole his dog King Zemus, the immoral and baleful ruler of the galaxy unit. After Zorax summons the assistance of his sister,
Zempunella, and his best friend, Zork, to help find Vanilla, the determined freedom fighters fly over the city and soon realize that the spaceships have caused more destruction than they ever imagined. But when Zempunella and Zork are also kidnapped, Zorax has no choice but to embark on a
dangerous journey to rescue his companions all while attempting to prevent a devastating aerial attack promised by Zemus himself. In this thrilling fantasy tale, a teenage alien crew venture off into a vast galaxy with the hope they can save their civilization from a powerful ruler determined to carry out
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an evil plan.
Mouse is a fluffy cat who was born a runt and daughter of a protector̶a group of cats destined to protect humans from vermin and evil. Despite the name she received because of her small size, Mouse has giant plans. After she rescues a few of her friends from an animal-control facility, Mouse
cannot help but notice the other trapped animals certain to face an unspeakable fate. Trusting her calling and courage, Mouse allies herself with a rat, cockatoo, bulldog, a fancy mouse, weasel, raccoon, and some jazz-loving alley cats to free the animals. But little does she know that their path
forward is full of dangers that include vicious dogs, coyotes, crossing roads, and self-doubt. Will Mouse have the courage to overcome her insecurities and lead the group to safety? In this tale of adventure and courage, a tiny cat with a big heart takes on a special mission to rescue a group of animals
from a horrible fate.
For young listeners the folktale is a perfect gateway to the exciting worlds of culture and literature, and Del Negroʼs book invites their engagement with proven techniques and original story scripts that can be used by experienced as well as beginning tellers.
The Foot-stomping Adventures of Clementine Sweet
The Amazing Adventures of Joey and Joy
Fight for Olterria
The Calling of the Protectors:
The Life & Extraordinary Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin
The Adventures of ICKLE, PACKY, PICKLE and GOOCH

Josh Walker is an ordinary teenage nerd. But when he puts his costume on, he is transformed into an ordinary teenage nerd with a costume on. After years of watching superhero movies, reading comics and
fantasizing about being a crime-fighter, he decides to become one. First of all he needs a superhero name, a superhero costume and some superpowers. Then he needs to find some crime to fight. His diary
chronicles his valiant attempts to make the world a better place and, armed with only plastic handcuffs and stink bombs, and stuck with his dependable but incompetent sidekick, Henry, Josh becomes
embroiled in a dark world of crime, armed gangs and people illegally parking in disabled spaces. Accompanied by hilarious illustrations throughout, The Adventures of a Wimpy Superhero tells the story of
the everyday dilemmas of superheroes in the real world through the hilarious diary of a fifteen-year-old boy. It asks the big questions, such as: Why would someone want to fight crime? Wouldn't they get
in the way of police (and school) work? Why would a tight-fitting Lycra costume help? Will Josh rise to the challenge and become a genuine hero? Or will he go home and hide under his bed?
No writer has had a greater influence on the American West than Edward Abbey (1927-89), author of twenty-one books of fiction and nonfiction. This long-awaited biographical memoir by one of Abbey's
closest friends is a tribute to the gadfly anarchist who popularized environmental activism in his novel The Monkey Wrench Gang and articulated the spirit of the arid West in Desert Solitaire and scores
of other essays and articles. In the course of a twenty-year friendship Ed Abbey and Jack Loeffler shared hundreds of campfires, hiked thousands of miles, and talked endlessly about the meaning of life.
To read Loeffler's account of his best pal's life and work is to join in their friendship. Born and raised in Pennsylvania, Abbey came west to attend the University of New Mexico on the G.I. Bill. His
natural inclination toward anarchism led him to study philosophy, but after earning an M.A. he rejected academic life and worked off and on for years as a backcountry ranger and fire lookout around the
Southwest. His 1956 novel The Brave Cowboy launched his literary career, and by the 1970s he was recognized as an important, uniquely American voice. Abbey used his talents to protest against the mining
and development of the American West. By the time of his death he had become an idol to environmentalists, writers, and free spirits all over the West. "Ed Abbey and Jack Loeffler were like Don Quijote
and Sancho Panza. Loeffler delivers his friend, warts and all on a platter full of reverence and irreverence and carefully researched factual information, interspersed with hearty laughter and much
serious consideration of all life's Great Questions. Jack's story elucidates and demythifies the Abbey legend, giving us powerful flesh and blood instead."--John Nichols
Why don't' you...run away with the gypsies? Ten-hour shifts in a high-end department store and catering to snooty customers...Nellie Bennett's life wasn't supposed to turn out this way. But maybe all she
needs to do is infuse a little passion into her routine—through flamenco dance lessons, for instance. What Nellie doesn't realize is that flamenco is not just a dance—it's a way of life that seems much
more enticing than her depressing retail gig. So she packs her suede dance shoes and leaves everything she knows behind, flying halfway around the world to seek the authentic experience in Seville, where
the dark-eyed gypsy boys and mouth-watering tapas are enough to make Nellie want to stay in Spain forever. And why shouldn't she? Only in Spain is a foot-stomping, full-on firecracker of a
memoir—crackling with energy, food, dance, gypsies, and love—that will capture your heart with the first "Olé!" "A vivid, entertaining memoir...Bennett had me itching to pack my bag and join her."—Ann
Vanderhoof, author of An Embarrassment of Mangoes and The Spice Necklace
The Adventures of Chipper, The Dog of Dogdom
The Epic Adventures of Whiz Grass and Poot Berry
Costumes & Characters: Adventures on the fringe of success
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